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Abstract
NnmfPack is a numerical library designed to compute efficiently the Non-Negative
Matrix Factorization (NNMF). It has been conceived for shared memory heterogeneous
parallel systems, and it supports, from its conception, both conventional multi-core
processors and many-core coprocessors. NnmfPack offers different algorithms which
allow to handle different metrics options such as β-divergence or Frobenius norm. In
real applications the choice of the β-parameter presents a problem for the users of the
NNMF that must decide which value to use to obtain the best approximation. In this
paper, the influence of the parameter β in the NNMF approximation error for different
problems is empirically evaluated. Different datasets have been used in order to analyze
and evaluate the dependency between the quality of the approximation provided by
NnmfPack and the value of the β-parameter used.
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1 Introduction
The Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NNMF) has become a very important tool in fields
such as document clustering, data mining, machine learning, data analysis, image analysis,
audio source separation or bioinformatics [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. NNMF consists on approximating
a matrix A ∈ Rm×n by the product of two matrices W and H, with some conditions:
all elements of the matrix A are non-negative, and W ∈ Rm×k and H ∈ Rk×n with k ≤
min(m,n) are two lower rank matrices with non-negative elements too, such that A ≈WH.
The problem can be addressed as the computation of two matrices W0, H0 such that
‖W0H0 −A‖F = min
W,H≥0
‖WH −A‖F . (1)
Other norms can be used instead of the Frobenius norm (see, for instance, [6], where the
NNMF is also defined in terms of the Kullback-Leibler divergence). Many algorithms have
been proposed for NNMF calculation (see [4] and [6, 7, 8, 9]).
The β-divergence was introduced by Eguchi and Minami, see [13], as an error measure.
It can be defined as (see, e.g. [14])
dβ(x|y) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1
β(β−1)(x
β + (β − 1)yβ − βxyβ−1), if β ∈ R \ {0, 1},
x(log x− log y) + (y − x), if β = 1
x
y
− log x
y
− 1, if β = 0.
(2)
The previous cost function is defined for all real numbers, but values of β between 0
and 2 are usually considered on practical applications. Mathematically, this divergence is
equal to other distances and divergences for some particular values of β: the Frobenius
norm (β = 2), the Kullback-Leibler divergence (β = 1) and the Itakura-Saito divergence
(β = 0).
Taking into account [14] and using the gradient criterion, it is possible to obtain the
following rules to update the matrices H and W :
H ← H · W
T ((WH).β−2 ·A)
W T (WH).β−1
, W ←W · ((WH)
.β−2 ·A)HT
(WH).β−1HT
, (3)
where X .n denotes the matrix with entries ([X]ij)
n and the division is taken entrywise.
These metrics and algorithms were already presented in previous papers [10] and [11],
where some results and practical applications can be found. In these works, as well as in
other examples present in the NNMF literature, it is noted that there is a relation among
data, the value of β parameter and the error obtained when matrix A is approximated by
WH.
In real applications the choice of the β parameter presents a problem for the users of
the NNMF. They must decide what value to use to obtain the best approximation. Initially,
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there is no best β parameter value for the NNMF that ensures the minimal error among
different values of β. In practice, the accuracy of the solutions given by the β-divergence
algorithms seem to be related to the target problem. Due to this ambiguity we decided to
evaluate the influence of the parameter β in the approximation error for different problems.
The easiest way to evaluate this relation may be to use artificial datasets with synthetic
matrices, but these experiments may not show the relations among data that probably
can influence the behaviour of the errors in the approximation of A by WH. To correctly
prove that, we must test with real datasets from practical problems because these data may
contain latent variables that affect to the final result of the factorization.
Exploiting that feature, we will try to compute which value of the β parameter is
the best to obtain the best approximation for each type of problem. Obviously, different
matrices of each type will be used to generalize the analysis for a given subset of problems.
NnmfPack is a parallel library introduced in [11], which allows to compute the NNMF
by means of different algorithms, and specifically by means of β-divergence based algorithms
which implement the updating rules (3) as introduced in [12]. NnmfPack has parallel
implementations of the NNMF, supporting different architectures: multi-core processors,
many-core coprocessors and Graphics Processing Units. dbdiv cpu is theNnmfPack routine
that concretely implements the expression (3). Throughout this paper we will use this
routine as a basic tool to evaluate the relationship between the error in the approximation
of A by WH, the value of β and the data types used.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we explain the experimentation
method used in the performed tests, the different error measures used to check the quality
of the approximation and the different data matrices used in the tests. In Section 3 we
describe the experimental results obtained and expose our thoughts on each dataset. In
Section 4 we summarize the results obtained in the experiments. Finally, in Section 5 we
expose some conclusions of the paper and we discuss about the future work that could be
developed with the observations made during this experiments.
2 Algorithms and data
As said in Section 1, the computational NnmfPack library will be used in the experiments.
NnmfPack has an implementation of the multiplicative algorithm (3) called dbdiv cpu.
This routine has eight parameters: dbdiv cpu(m, n, k, A, W, H, beta, iters). The first
three are the dimensions of the problem (m,n, k). Then, matrix A is the problem matrix.
Matrices W and H, on input, are the initialization matrices W0 and H0; on output they
are the solution matrices W and H. Last, beta is the β parameter and iters is the number
of iterations.
For the evaluation process, we executed the algorithm several times varying some of
the parameters as we describe in the following:
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1. β : We selected values between 0 and 2 because these are the values usually used in
practical applications as said in Section 1. Derived from observations during the tests,
we used different β values in some experiments as it will be explained in the proper
section.
2. iters : We used 100, 200 and 400 iterations. Other NNMF packages (e.g. MATLAB)
use 100 as their default number of iterations that the algorithm must perform. We
decided to increment this number to see the effect on the error measures.
3. k : We used min(m,n) divided by 2, 4 and 8. Each k gives us a problem which will
be tackled by varying the other two parameters.
In order to assess correctly the influence of the β parameter, we tested our algorithm
over data from different types of problems and some generated data. So we can look deep
through the relation of the problem data and the β parameter.
Despite the algorithm tries to minimize the β-divergence error we will use the Frobenius
norm of A−WH as another measure of quality of our solutions too. Both error measures
are computed as:
errF =
‖A−WH‖F√
mn
, errβ =
√
2Dβ(A|WH)√
mn
. (4)
Observe that dbdiv cpu tries to minimize errβ but for β = 2 we get errF = errβ .
Obviously the highest decrease in errF is expected to be reached when β = 2.
2.1 Test matrices
In this section the matrices used in the experiments are described.
1. Random matrices: The problem matrix A was generated randomly and so were
the initialization matrices W0 and H0. The matrices were generated using a uniform
distribution. To avoid side effects coming from the random number generation, some
tests were performed with normal distribution generation too. Motivated by the
results of the other experiments the tests were repeated with several ranges of the
elements of the matrices:
(a) [0-1]: The basic approach was to generate random matrices with entries between
0 and 1.
(b) [0-255]: Grey scale images give rise to matrices with entries between 0 and 255.
In this case random matrices in the same range of the images (0-255) were tested.
(c) [x-y]: The results of the experiments with the previous two types showed that
the range of the matrix values is related with the β parameter influence. Some
more tests were executed with different ranges of values to prove this relation
between β and the range of the matrix values.
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2. Synthetic matrices: In this experiment two random matricesW and H with a fixed
k were used to create the matrix A. The matrix was created as: A =WH + ǫ, being
ǫ a little constant error. The initial matrices W0 and H0 were generated randomly as
in the experiments with type 1 matrices.
3. Images: This experiment was developed using grey-scale images as data matrices.
For each image processed, a set of initial matrices (W0, H0) with certain k were
created. Each set of 3 matrices (A, W0, H0) gives us a complete problem to test the
β parameter and the number of iterations.
(a) [0-255]: The original images were equivalent to matrices valued between 0 and
255.
(b) [0-1]: Using the information of the random matrices experiment, some tests were
done scaling the matrices to the range 0-1.
4. Audio matrices: The last experiment was to decompose matrices in the frequency
domain [15] extracted from music tracks. These matrices were a great candidate to
obtain information of the relation between the data of the matrix and the best β value
because the matrices are extracted from a real world problem. The initial matrices
W0 and H0 were generated following a uniform 0-1 distribution and a folded normal
distribution in different tests.
(a) without scaling: The original audio matrices in the spectrum domain elements
had different ranges of values. The test were performed with 5 audio matrices
called from this point forward: audio matrix 1-5.
(b) scaled: The audio matrices of (a) were scaled down to values between 0 and 1.
3 Experimental results
Several tests with different datasets were done. In this section we will expose the results of
those tests. Some especial test were motivated by the results of them on other datasets and
will be explained in its corresponding subsections.
All the experiments were done in the same machine with the following technical speci-
fications:
1. Hardware:
(a) CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2697 v2 @ 2.70GHz
(b) CPU physical cores: 24
(c) RAM: 128 GB
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2. Software:
(a) Compilers: gcc, icc.
(b) Parallelism libraries: OpenMP, Intel OpenMP
(c) Generic Mathematical Libraries: Intel MKL, Atlas (BLAS, LAPACK)
(d) Specific libraries: NnmfPack v2.0
TheNnmfPack library works over several architectures and can be installed with differ-
ent software configurations. The NnmfPack has parallel implementations of the evaluated
algorithm for GPU and man-ycore (Intel MIC), but in this paper we are not focusing on
the execution speed so we did our test only on CPU. The software configuration used in
this installation of the library was: icc as compiler and MKL as mathematical library.
3.1 Random matrices
Tests proved that there was no difference between both types of random number generated
matrices (normal distribution or uniform distribution), when the dbdiv cpu algorithm is
applied. The experiments with the matrices of type 1.(a) [0-1] showed that the Frobenius
error and the β-divergence error always decrease when the number of iterations are increased
as expected. With regard to variation of β parameter, both error measures have their
maximum value in β = 0 and decrease continuously as β increases up to β = 2. In the
case of β > 2 a difference between both error measures appears. The Frobenius error
has its minimum in β = 2. On the other hand, errβ decreases while β increases. In the
multiplicative updates (3) the β is an exponent and this causes an overflow when big values
of β (e.g. β > 128) are reached. Therefore the best β-divergence error that can be achieved
is the one with the biggest β executable without overflowing. This behaviour is represented
in Figure 1(a).
In the matrix type 1.(b) [0-255] the Frobenius error keeps the same behaviour, with its
best value in β = 2. Nevertheless the β-divergence error has its minimum value in β = 0
and increases with the increment of β. This behaviour is represented in Figure 1(b). Note
the different value of the Frobenius error, which is 20 times lower in the [0-1] case than in
the [0-255] case.
Finally for the matrix type 1.(c) the behaviour was the same as for the type 1.(b) tests.
That is, Frobenius error having its minimum in β = 2 and β-divergence having it in β = 0.
Furthermore, the errors were bigger for bigger values of the upper limit of the range (y) and
for wider range (y − x).
3.2 Synthetic matrices
The goal of this experiment was to check the accuracy of the NNMF when we know that
an exact solution exists for a given k. The error added to the matrix creation is to simulate
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Figure 1: Evolution of Frobenius error and beta-divergence error
some noise in the data matrix.
The trends of both error measures were the same as in the case of the random matrices,
in the [0-1] case as well as in the [x-y] case and both errors increase as the noise introduced
in the generation process (ǫ) does. If ǫ = 0 the algorithm returned the exact matrices for
all β values.
3.3 Practical applications
3.3.1 Images
For the type 3.(a) [0-255] matrices, the same behaviour is observed for both measures: With
more iterations the error decreases. The lowest error value is obtained always with β = 0,
increasing the error while β is increased (see 1(b)).
For the type 3.(b) [0-1] matrices, both error measures decrease when the number of
iterations increase. The errβ starts from the same value than in the matrices of type
3.(a) but now decrease while β is increased. In addition, the Frobenius error has a different
behaviour, keeping its lower value in β = 0 and increasing it as β grows. Despite maintaining
its tendency, the scaling decreases notoriously the Frobenius error for all β values. Table 1
shows an example of these results.
Note that this experiments and the corresponding results have been carried out by
iterating up to 400 iterations. This is the reason why it seems to have a different behaviour
compared to the random and synthetic matrices experiments. That experiments showed
that the Frobenius error always had its minimum value for β = 2, contrary to the results of
that images test which gives us a minimum value for β = 0. But, increasing the number of
iterations in several tests showed that the minimum Frobenius error value tends to happen
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Table 1: Image value range comparison 0-255 vs 0-1 with 100 iterations
Case
β value
0 0,5 1 1,5 2
errβ 0-255 0.142010 0.465982 1.576253 5.424420 19.030323
errβ 0-1 0.142010 0.116609 0.098708 0.085005 0.0746287
errF 0-255 15.296724 15.663154 16.539595 17.644217 19.030323
errF 0-1 0.059987 0.061424 0.064861 0.069193 0.0746287
for β = 2. In the image whose data is in the Table 1 we achieve the point where the
minimum Frobenius error matches β = 2 with 13200 iterations. This effect will be detailed
in Section 3.3.2. Once achieved that point, the matrix types 3.(a) and 3.(b) behave like the
matrix types 1.(b) and 1.(a). This behaviour is represented in Figures 1(b) and 1(a).
3.3.2 Audio processing matrices
For the matrix type 4.(a) as the number of iteration increases both error measures decrease
as expected. The β parameter shows the influence of the relation between the data into
the matrices giving us two different behaviours: the Frobenius error has its minimum for
β = 1.5 for all audio matrices and the β-divergence error has its minimum in a different
value depending on the matrix as shown in Table 2. The Frobenius error being minimal
in β = 1.5 implies that each problem has a different optimum value for β. Furthermore,
having β-divergence minimum values for different β values implies that each matrix can
behave differently for the β-divergence error measure.All these measures were carried out
with up to 400 iterations.
Table 2: Value of β parameter for the minimum β-divergence error
audio matrix # 1 2 3 4 5
β 0.5 0 0 0.5 0.5
For the audio matrices type 4.(b) [0-1] both error measures decrease notoriously and
behave in the same way as in the type 3.(b) [0-1] (see Figure 1(a)). The Frobenius error de-
creases when β increases keeping its behaviour and the β-divergence error begins decreasing
with the increment of β instead of increasing.
To ensure the Frobenius error will reach the best value in β = 2, as said in subsection
3.3.1, we tested all audio matrices (4.(a) and 4.(b)) increasing the number of iterations.
The Figure 2 shows the evolution of the Frobenius error for each β value. They always
reach the point were the Frobenius error is smaller for β = 2 than for β = 1.5. But there is
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no fixed number of iterations where that will occur (e.g. audio matrix 1 arrives to the point
around 1200 iterations, audio matrix 2 around 6200 and audio matrix 3 around 3300).
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Figure 2: Evolution of the Frobenius error when the iteration number is increased in audio
matrix 1.
4 Experimental analysis
We outline here the main results obtained in our experimental analysis:
1. As the experiments proved, increasing the number of iterations always decreases the
error obtained, with independence on the β parameter. This is the expected behaviour
because the multiplicative algorithm used is based on a gradient descent minimization.
Is the user choice to increase the number of iterations to get a better result. There is
a trade-off between computing time and accuracy that the user must evaluate.
2. The experiments also showed that scaling the matrix to the range 0-1 both error
measures decrease, independently of what is the chosen β value. Also, when the
matrices are scaled to this range, β-divergence error decreases with the increment of
β indefinitely as seen in Section 3.1 .
3. The Frobenius error always has its best value in β = 2 if enough iterations are done.
That is completely logical because for β = 2 the β-divergence is mathematically
equivalent to the Frobenius error. So for β = 2 we are minimizing the Frobenius
error.
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4. If we only take the iteration number as measure of algorithm progression, it seems not
worthwhile to increase the number of iterations so much to achieve the minimum value
of the Frobenius error at β = 2. But if we consider execution time it is worthwhile.
The NnmfPack library has been optimized for certain values of β. In the case of
β = 2 the library uses an efficient implementation of the MLSA algorithm (see [10])
which is considerably faster than the generic β-divergence algorithm. In Figure 3 you
can see the variation of execution times when iterations are increased. Generic cases
(β = 0, β = 0.5 and β = 1.5) have the same computational cost. As can be seen, a
big amount of iterations for β = 2 are still faster than a few iterations for β = 1.5
achieving a smaller Frobenius error.
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Figure 3: Execution times.
5. We conclude that the NNMF exploits the relation in the data inside the matrix because
the error for real applications was lower than the error of random problems of the same
characteristics.
5 Conclusions and future work
In conclusion, the experiments showed that the β-divergence algorithm for the NNMF has
different behaviours depending on the range of the values of the data matrix, being the data
range 0-1 the one with lowest errors.
It is also seen that with enough iterations the lowest Frobenius error is always achieved
with β = 2. However, depending on the data, algorithm with β = 2 can be slow compared
to others with β = 2.
Finally, we must remark that matrices from real applications (image and audio) always
reach better error with the same number of iterations than its random equivalent. This
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shows us that the NNMF exploits the relation between data as we suspected.
As future work, it will be interesting to test if it is possible to add an automatic scaling
to the 0-1 range before the algorithm execution and a scaling to the original range after
without changing the solution of the problem. If it is possible it will be an easy way to
improve the results of the algorithm.
Another interesting thing will be to explore if a lower β-divergence error its better for
real applications despite having a worse Frobenius error.
We well keep going deep the understanding of the relation between the data on the
matrices and the several divergences that the β-divergence algorithm offers.
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